We’re committed to giving back to the world
what it needs the most, enough food.

At Mighty Yield, we are creating unlimited
opportunities and possibilities in agriculture for
everyone, everywhere.

WHO WE ARE

WHO WE ARE

Our team is made up of passionate
agricultural experts determined to
change the global perspective of
hunger and dedicated to bringing
attention to the plight of the millions
that are undernourished in a world of
plenty.

WHAT WE DO
We are invested in raising the global
yield of food crops through our
network of farms across 4 continents.
Our model ensures that the most yield
is achieved for whatever crop we are
focused on within a particular region.

HOW WE DO
Utilizing modern technology and
techniques, we are able to increase
the agriculture sustainability. Our
experience in crop technology and
science remains an invaluable
resource, guaranteeing increased
yield and a steady positive return on
every investment.
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ADVANCED FARMING
TO GUARANTEE THE BEST POSSIBLE
RESULTS

We use only the most advanced
techniques and equipment available
today to make the most of every
opportunity. Measures like climate
prediction, disease detection software
and soil fertility meters back by the
most cutting edge equipment enable us
to move toward a brighter future with
high-yield crops.

ECO-FRIENDLY

TO ENSURE SAFETY OF OUR GLOBAL
FUTURE

We are committed to promoting
sustainable agriculture in the regions
we operate and across farmers from all
corners of the earth. We support
farmers with the right resources and
required knowledge to apply
sustainable farming practices and
methods that are profitable,
environmentally sound and good for
communities.

INVESTMENT
INITIATIVES
TO ENHANCE HOPES, HARVEST AND
OPPORTUNITIES

We have launched a global
agricultural investment initiative
where farmers and individual
investors are given the opportunity
to share our passion to end world
hunger and to be our co-investors
in every crop cycle we cultivate
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worldwide.

WHY
AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTIVITY
HAS TO BE
INCREASED
Global demand and consumption of
agricultural crops for food, feed, and fuel is
increasing at a rapid pace. This demand for
plant materials has been expanding for many
years. However, recent increases in meat
consumption in emerging economies together
with accelerating the use of grain for bio-fuel
production in developed countries have
placed new pressures on global grain supplies..
Recent estimations by WHO stats that with a
world population expected to be at least 9.7
billion people in 2050, the demand for food,
feed, fiber, and fuel will likely outpace food
production if the current rate of output
remains the same.
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To satisfy the growing, worldwide demand for
grain, two broad options are available
(1)The area under production can be increased
(2)Productivity can be improved on existing
farmland.
These two options are not mutually exclusive
and both will be employed to produce the
additional 2.5 billion tonnes/year of grains
estimated to be needed by 2050.
Increasing the production area to a large
extent by bringing new land into cultivation
will alter the ecological and environmental
footprint, causing great damage to the entire
globe
So we, Mighty Yield is committed to increasing
the productivity on existing agricultural land
by using new farming technologies such as
hybrid seeds, synthetic fertilizers, and
advanced farm machinery. We take every
possible measure to avoid greenhouse gas
emissions and the large-scale disruption of
existing ecosystems associated with bringing
new land into production.

AGRICULTURE,
A SUSTAINABLE
SOURCE
It is a known fact that
overall agriculture
production is affected by
many external factors.
But with proper
management and
utilizing the cutting edge
technology available all
these odds can be
controlled, resulting in a
sustainable income
source

WIN-WIN
FOR
EVERYONE
Mighty Yield accomplishes our chosen task
of achieving sustainable agriculture by
farming over 100,000 acres of fertile lands
on four continents. We also provide
investment opportunities for those who
share our passion to end world hunger, and
we use that support to grow crops all over
the world.
With highly fertile lands, advanced crop
farming and yield estimating technologies,
and decades of experience in handling
agronomics, we are ensuring profit
maximization for all our farmers and
investors on every crop cycle.
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How our investors
How
investor benefits?
benefits?
*Higher returns when compared to a fixed
deposit. A normal fixed deposit will give
you a return of 6 to 7% per annum, while
farming gives you a return of 45% annually.
* Less risky when compared to stock
market. All our crops are insured and up to
75% of your capital can be repaid as
compensation if you incur a loss in one
season in cropping.
* The returns on your investment will be
paid on a daily base, unlike any other
agricultural Investments.
* Affiliate incomes like Referral and Binary
commissions can be earned, creating a
sustainable source of income for you.

Agriculture With A New Perspective

Stocks can go zero,
Bonds can go zero
but Agriculture can't

LET'S GIVE WHAT WE CAN

REGIONS

we operate in
Australia
Chain
Brazil
Ukraine
Russia
Israel
Canada
USA
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CONTACT US
for more information
Phone

: +61 7 3184 8484
: +852 8192 7160

E-mail

: support@mightyield.com

Address : 5PPC+H2 Moonyoonooka,
Western Australia, Australia
: 7/Floor,Kai Tak Commercial Building
, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

